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The Natiional Tribal Air
A Associatioon (NTAA) is pleased to suubmit these coomments andd convey our
support of
o the U.S. Ennvironmental Protection Agency’s
A
(EPA
A’s) Proposedd Endangermeent and
Cause orr Contribute Findings
F
for Greenhouse
G
G
Gases
under thhe Clean Air Act
A (hereinaft
fter
“proposeed findings”). The greenhoouse gases refe
ferred to undeer the proposeed findings – carbon
c
dioxide, hydrofluorcarrbons, methanne, nitrous oxxide, perfluorocarbons andd sulfur hexafl
fluoride –
endangerr public healthh and welfaree, and in partiicular, are higghly injurious to the many tribal
t
commun
nities of our naation and the world.
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The NTA
AA is an autonnomous organnization of thhe National Trribal Environnmental Counccil and has
more thaan 50 principaal member tribbes. The NTA
AA’s mission is to advancee air quality management
m
and policcies and progrrams, consisteent with the needs,
n
interestts, and uniquee legal status of
American
n Indian tribees and Alaskaan Natives. Ass such, the NT
TAA provides its resourcees to support
the effortts of all federrally recognizzed tribes in protecting andd improving thhe air quality within their
respectiv
ve jurisdictionns.
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nd Climate Change
C
Indiian Tribes an
Federally
y-recognized tribes -- soveereign nationss with certain rights ensureed by the U.S..
Constituttion, treaties and
a legal preccedence -- aree facing the im
mmediate, addverse impactss of climate
change. Tribes
T
are also affected muuch differentlly than the resst of the natioon as their culltures are
integrated into the ecoosystems of North
N
Americaa; and many tribal
t
econom
mies are heavily
dependen
nt on the use of fish, wildliife, and native plants.
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Even wh
here tribal ecoonomies are inntegrated intoo the national economy, tribbal cultural iddentities
continue to be deeply rooted in the natural worldd. As climate change disruupts biologicaal
commun
nities, the survvival of some tribes as distiinct cultures may
m be at riskk. The loss off traditional
cultural practices,
p
beccause important plants and animals are no
n longer avaailable, may prove
p
to be
too much
h for some tribbal cultures too withstand on
o top of the external
e
presssures they havve faced
during reecent generatiions.

Internationally speaking, indigenous peoples worldwide are faced with a grim future as a result of climate
change and its impacts. A glimpse of this future was conveyed in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s 2007 Fourth Assessment Report which found indigenous peoples to have a limited adaptive
capacity to deal with climate change outcomes such as health risks, sea rise, and environmental hazards; the
impacts of climate change on indigenous communities are taking place in North America, Africa, Australia,
New Zealand and the Polar Regions (not to mention communities in Asia, the Amazon and Andean nations);
and there are variations in the vulnerability of indigenous groups with respect to climate change. As such, the
NTAA sees the proposed findings as a necessary step on the part of EPA to begin to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and help reverse the adverse impacts of such emissions on the tribal communities and cultures of
the United States and the world.

Greenhouse Gases and their Health Impacts
As the U.S. Supreme Court noted in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007), the pollutants associated
with climate change undoubtedly fall under EPA’s authority, an authority that the Agency needs to exercise
based on the growing evidence that these pollutants are endangering “public health and welfare.” 42 U.S.C.
section 7521(a)(1)).
Multiple and severe health effects due to climate change have been documented by numerous governmental
and scientific bodies. These include the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change whose work has already
been acknowledged above regarding its assessment of climate change impacts on indigenous peoples, the
U.S. Climate Change Science Program which predicts climate change impacts will become increasingly
severe for more people and places as warming increases, the World Health Organization which has estimated
150,000 deaths occurred in 2000 as a result of climate change, and the International Organization for
Migration which estimates more than 200 million people could be displaced by 2050 as a result of climatic
shift. This is just a snapshot of the many organizations looking at climate change and its impacts, with
undeniable evidence that these impacts will only grow worse in the days and years ahead.
A recent report published in the respected medical journal, The Lancet, sums up the current situation with
respect to climate change, finding it to be the “biggest global health threat of the 21st century.” This statement
along with the full body of work carried out by the aforementioned organizations and the data gathered
wholly support an EPA finding of endangerment of public health and welfare from greenhouse gas emissions.
To find otherwise would be a proverbial slap in the face of science and imperil the public health and welfare
of our planet.
Conclusion
In short, the proposed findings are warranted and necessary based on the impacts of climate change on the
nation’s Indian tribes and indigenous peoples worldwide, and the mounting scientific evidence concerning
such impacts on the planet as a whole. As such, the NTAA is pleased to provide its comments and would like
to once again convey our organization’s support of the proposed findings. If you should have any questions or
comments, please feel free to contact Bob Gruenig, NTAA Senior Policy Analyst, via phone at (505) 2422175 or via e-mail at bgruenig@ntec.org.
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